
YOUR RPA SOLUTION
PARTNER WITH KEYMARK FOR

Simple, repetitive, and mundane tasks are prone to 
errors and sap your team of productivity. Robotic 
Process Automation can help — but you don’t need 
to do it alone!

OUR RPA PARTNERS

KeyMark RPA 
solutions can 
result in 1/2 
the cost of 
ownership of 
competitive 
solutions. 
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THERE’S POWER IN PARTNERSHIP

WITH KEYMARK AT YOUR SIDE, YOU’LL LEARN
AND UNDERSTAND THE INS AND OUTS OF RPA

Talking about the power of RPA is one thing and improving 
business processes is easier said than done. Partnering 
with a value-added reseller ensures you’re maximizing 
your investment with headache-free implementation and 
optimization.

KeyMark can help you find the best-fit solutions, provide stable 
installation and implementation, and give you consultation and 
support that lasts for the lifetime of our partnership. You’ll be 
an RPA expert in no time and will have gained the added value 
of a team of RPA aficionados dedicated to your success.

IT’S OUR BUSINESS TO KNOW YOURS
With over 25 years of expertise navigating the nuances of 
automation, we’ve made it our business to understand how 
automation can benefit nearly every industry and vertical — 
including yours. To learn more about RPA for your specific 
industry and explore all that automation offers, visit: 
www.keymarkinc.com/rpa 



Call our friendly business 
development specialist at 
864-343-0420 to begin
your automation journey.

Start a conversation with 
KeyMark and unlock the 
benefits of a value-added 
partner. 

Laura W.
Business Development Specialist

866.494.0500  |  105 Tech Lane  |  Liberty, SC   |  29657  |  keymarkinc.com

A KeyMark partnership helps 
you realize the improvements 
of RPA in days — not weeks, 
months, or years.

1 DISCOVER
We’ll work alongside your organization to uncover 
hidden areas ripe for automation using leading process 
and task mining/capture technology and develop an 
automation strategy that fits your organization's needs.

2 IMPLEMENT
The benefits of competing RPA solutions can vary. 
KeyMark understands the nuances of virtually every 
platform on the market and uses that knowledge to 
find the solution that best fits YOU.

3 MANAGE
Monitor your automations with access to KeyMark 
expertise, support, and consultation. Optimize 
configuration and overcome system hiccups 
utilizing our routine health checks to ensure your 
automation investments are continually hitting 
their marks and operating as expected.

4 OBSERVE
Reap the rewards of a digital workforce as it generates 
savings, reduces errors, and improves productivity — 
all with peace of mind that we’ve got your back.

5 LEARN
As a customer, you receive specialty notice to frequent 
vendor events and informational resources to help 
improve your RPA understanding. Moreover, KeyMark 
maintains daily contact with our vendors, passing new 
information and updates on to you.

YOU   KEYMARK
HOW DOES IT WORK?

Schedule a call
https://meetings.hubspot.com/laura-ward3?__hstc=126191442.466
ca384573c716a5dd48991171aade9.1690378156455.1690378156455.16903781564
55.1&__hssc=126191442.5.1690378156455&__hsfp=399449310

https://meetings.hubspot.com/laura-ward3?__hstc=126191442.466ca384573c716a5dd48991171aade9.1690378156455.1690378156455.1690378156455.1&__hssc=126191442.5.1690378156455&__hsfp=399449310

